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Suppose G is a 2-transitive permutation group on a finite set d. Choose 
XE~, and let H = G,, the subgroup fixing x. Assume K < G is not 
transitive on d. An elementary character theoretic argument implies 
j K ( < 1 H j. This result can also be obtained by combinatorial methods. 
For suppose fl is an orbit of K. If 1 /l j = 1 or n - 1, then Kfixes a point 
ofd,whencejKI <lHI.Ifl <jflj <n-l,thentheG-imagesoffl 
are the blocks of a nontrivial block design @ with point set A. According 
to Fisher’s inequality, the number of blocks is at least 1 d I. Hence, 
G:H=/dl<G:G,,< G:K, and so IKI,<IH(. This proof 
indicates a method of generalizing the result to permutation groups of 
higher rank. A particular case of the general result is the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G is a rank 3 permutation group on aJinite set A. 
Choose x E A, and let {x}, Cl(x), and C,(x) denote the 3 orbits of G, on A. 
Set H = G, . Assume K < G is not transitive on A but 1 K 1 > j H 1. Then 
for every orbit (1 of K, 1 C,(y) n A / depends only on whether or not y is an 
element of A. 
Theorem 1 can be proved by the method of blocking matrices, which is 
described below. The application of this method to permutation groups 
was formalized by Higman [l, 21 and has recently played an important 
role in the study of uniprimitive permutation groups. Let M,,,(R) denote 
the p x q matrices with entries in a commutative ring R. Let 9 and 9 be 
partitions of (1, 2 ,..., p> and { 1, 2 ,..., q}, respectively. For ME M,,,(R), 
let M(i, j) denote the (i,,j) entry of 44. We say M has property (9, 9) if 
for each (I, J) E 9 x 9, Cie, M(i,j) = R(1, J) is independent of the 
choice ofj E J. In this case, R denotes the / B / x j 9 j matrix with (1, J) 
entry &?(I, J). This definition and the following lemma are due to 
Higman [I, p. 21. 
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LEMMA 1. If ME M,,,(R) has property (g’, 9) and NE M,,,(R) has - -- 
property (2, 9?), then MN has property (9, a) and MN = MN. 
Proof. 
Let A denote the algebra of matrices L E M,,,(R) which have property 
(Q, .Y). Lemma 1 implies that the mapping L 4 L is an algebra homo- 
morphism from A onto Ml.Yl,lsl(R). Hence, if A4 E A is nonsingular, then 
&i is nonsingular. However, the nonsingularity of R implies only that M 
has rank at least j B I. The method of blocking matrices has important 
applications to those situations in which the nonsingularity of a implies 
the nonsingularity of M. For the remainder of this discussion we assume R 
is the field of real numbers. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A, is a subalgebra of A such that the restriction of 
the mapping L + L to A, is an injection. Assume ME M,,,(R) has property 
(a, 9), MT has property (9,9), and MMT E A, . Then M has rank p ifand 
on@ if I@ has rank ) 9’ I. 
Proof. Let M(1, J) denote the block of M corresponding to 
(I, J) E 9 x 9. M(1; J) has constant row sum M(I, J) and constant column 
sum w(I, J), where NT = MT. C onsequently, if v, = 1 Z I and bJ = [ J 1, 
then L:,G(I, J) = m(Z, J) bJ . Let Y denote the diagonal matrix with (Z, I) 
entry z’, , and let B denote the diagonal matrix with (J, J) entry bJ . Then -- -- 
VM = NB, and so M and N have the same rank. Since MM= E A, and R 
is the field of real numbers, Lemma 1 implies that the following statements 
are equivalent. 
I. M has rank p. 
2. MMT is nonsingular. 
3. MN= is nonsingular. 
---- 
4. VMBNT is nonsingular. 
5. FJ%? has rank j .Y I. 
6. M has rank I 9 1. 
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Lemma 2 can be applied to certain combinatorial configurations, one of 
which is described below. Let d be a finite set. Assume% = {C, , C, ,..., C,.} 
is a partition of d x d which satisfies: 
(1) co = ((x, x) ) x E A). 
(2) c,* = {( y, x) 1 (x, y) E C,} is a member of V. We also write 
c*=c 
(3) Fir (x, ii; C, , I{.Y E A I (x, v) E C, and (Y, 4 E G)l = astu 
depends only on (s, I, u). 
Higman calls the pair (d, %7) a homogeneous coherent configuration of 
rank r + 1. These configurations include the association schemes of Bose. 
For x E d, define C,(x) = (y E A / (x, v) E CJ. Then astu = 1 C,(x) A C,*(z)/ 
for (x, z) E C, . The integers astu are called the intersection numbers of 
(A, V. I GC4 = asseo is usually denoted by n, . Enumeration of the set 
{(x, y, z) I (x, Y) 6 C, , ( y, z) E C, , (x, z) E C,} in two ways yields astunu = 
aut4, . 
Let M, denote the basis matrix corresponding to C, . The rows and 
columns of M,T are indexed by A, and M,(x, J)) = 1 if (x, y) E C, , and 0 
otherwise. Condition (3) implies M,M, = Cu astuMu , and so MO, 
M 1 ,..*7 M, is a basis for an algebra AI over R. Let q5 denote the right 
regular representation of Al . For M E A, , let MB denote the matrix of M+ 
with respect to the basis MO, MI ,..., M,ofA,.M,8isan(r + 1) X (r + 1) 
matrix with (s, u) entry astu . 
Choose x E A. Then P = (C,(x)} is a partition of A. Condition (3) 
implies that each matrix Mt has property (9, .P), and M,(s, u) = aut*s. 
Let D be the (r + 1) x (r + 1) diagonal matrix with (s, s) entry n, . Then 
aetes = n;‘a stunu implies R, = D-l(M,B)b. Since 8 is an injection, the 
restriction of the mapping L ---f L to A, is an injection. 
Let @ be a tactical configuration with point set A and block set r. 
Assume @ has the following two properties. 
(4) The number rs of blocks containing (x, u) E C, depends only 
on s. 
(5) There is a partition 9 = {Q?} of r and an element x E A such 
that for y E C,(x) and YE Qj, J C,(x) n Y I and I@ E Qj / Y E Z)l 
depends only on (s, i). 
Let M be the adjacency matrix of @. Condition (4) implies 
MMT = C rsMa , which is an element of A, . Condition (5) implies that M 
has property (9, 9) and MT has property (9,.9). Therefore, according to 
Lemma 2, M has rank / A ) if and only if ?i? has rank r + 1. 
Finally, we sketch several applications of the above configuration. 
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Suppose G is a transitive permutation group on a finite set d. Let 
‘Z = {C,, ,..., C,} be the orbits of G acting on d x d. P + 1 is called the 
rank of G. For x E fl {C,,(x) = {x}, Cl(x),..., C,(x)) is the set of orbits of G, 
acting on d. Let (1 be any proper subset of d, and let r denote the set of 
G-images of (1. Finally, let Z? denote the partition of r induced by the 
G,-orbits of r. Then d, V?, I’, and 9 satisfy (l)-(5). Consequently, the 
adjacency matrix M of the tactical configuration 0 = (d, r) has rank / d / 
if and only if i@ has rank r + 1. Suppose K < G is not transitive but 
/ K I > I G, I. Let (1 be any orbit of K. Then 1 r / = G : Gn < G : K -=c 
I d I. Hence, M has rank less than 1 d 1, and so M has rank at most r. In 
particular, if G is a rank 3 permutation group on d, then the matrices R 
and ?? have rank at most 2, where NT = MT. But m has the form 
1 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 
a, .-* a, cl ... 3 
6, ... b, dl ... 
cm 1 
d,, 
where 1 + ai + bi = j fl / = cj + dj . The columns [ 1, a, , bJT and 
10, c1 ,&I’ exist since ,!l is a proper subset of d. Since m does not have 
rank 3, cldi = cjdl and (ai - aJ dl = (bi - b,) cl. Then c1 + dl = Cj + di 
and aI + b, = c~i + bi imply cl = cj , dl = di , a, = ai , and b, = bi . 
Consequently, m has the form 
. . . 1 0 ... 0 
*.. a c -.- c 
’ 
. . . b d . . . d 1 
wherea=ICI(y)nIZjforyEII,andc=IC,(y)n(1Iify#II.This 
result proves Theorem 1. 
Suppose Q is a 2t-design on v points. Assume t > 1 and each block of fi 
contains k < v - t points. Let d denote the set of subsets of {I, 2,..., z>} 
containing t elements. Define C, = {(x, v) E d x d / I x A y j = t - s}, 
and set (87 = {C, , C, ,..., C,}. Let r denote the set of blocks of 52. Define 
an incidence relation I C d x r by (x, X) E I if x C X. Then 0 = (d, r, I) 
is a tactical configuration. Fix x E d, and let 9 = (QO ,..., Qt} be the 
partition of rgiven by Qs =(XErI jxnXl = t-s}. Since Sz is a 
2t-design, L3, %‘, r, and 9 satisfy (l)-(5). Hence, the incidence matrix A4 
of~hasrankIdIifandonlyif~hasrankt+l.Sincek~v-t,~is 
a (t + 1) x (t + 1) matrix with &?(s, s) # 0 and &?(s, U) = 0 for s < U. 
Thus, R is nonsingular, and M has rank (y). This result yields the following 
generalization of Fisher’s inequality due to Wilson and Ray-Chaudhuri [4] 
and independently to Bannai. 
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THEOREM 2. If Q is a 2t-design with k < v - t, then the number of 
blocks in Q is at least (F). 
As a final example we consider a finite geometric lattice 9 with rank 
function r. Let Si denote the elements of 9 having rank i. Assume S? 
satisfies the following condition. 
(6) For i < j and x E gi, the number of elements y E Zj with 
x ,( y depends only on (i,j). 
Choose indices i and j so that i < j. Define C, = {(x, v) E 9i x Yi / 
r(x n v) = i - s}, and let % = {C,, , C, ,..., Ci}. Let @ be the tactical 
configuration with point set d = 9{, block set I’ = gj, and incidence 
relation I = {(x, z) E Si x 9j 1 x < y). Fix x E d;pi , and let 9 = {Q, ,..., Qi} 
be the partition of Sj defined by QS = {z E Sj 1 r(x n z) = i - s}. 
Condition (6) implies that fl, %?, I’, and 9 satisfy (l)-(5), and so the 
incidence matrix M of @ has rank / 9c / if and only if the rank of %I? 
equals the number of rows of R. But if i + j < r(9), then M is an 
(i + 1) x (i + 1) upper triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. 
Then R is nonsingular, and A4 has rank I Pi I. A particular case of this 
result is the following theorem of Kantor [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Let 9 be the lattice of subspaces of a finite n-dimensional 
afine or projective space, or the lattice of subsets of an n-set. If i < j and 
i + j < n, then the adjacency matrix of the tactical conjiguration 
~=(~~,~~)hasrankI~~l. 
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